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Abstract

In this paper, we focused on an appropriate defini-
tion of polysemy in temas of distributional behaviour
of words in monolingual texts and proposed a duster-
ing method which recosnkes verbal polysemies from
a textual corpus. The chara~eristic of ou~ clust~8
algoritkm is that it explicitly introduces new entities,
i.e. hFpothetical t~’bs when an entity is judged poly-
~mous and mmociates them with contexts which are
subcente~t~ of the context of the original entity. We
report the results of two experiments. The first is con-
cerned with verifying the ~ect of our algorithm which
explidtly introduces a hypothetical ,3erb. The second
one is based on the assumption of possible causes of
failures mentioned in the firs t experiment sad is con-
ducted to see how various parameters alfect the clus-
tering results. The results of experiments demonstrate
the ei~ectiveness of our proposed method.

Introduction
Polysemy is one of the major causes of difficulties in
semantic clustering of words in a corpus and also causes
the problem of word-seuse ambiguity in NLP systems.

The meaning of a word depends on the domain in
which it is used; the same word can be used differ-
ently in different domains. It is also often the case
that a word which is polysemous in general is not pol-
ysemous in a restricted subject domain. In general,
restriction of the subject domain makes the problem

"of polysemy less problematic. However, even in texts
from a restricted domain such as Wall Street Journal1

( WSJ in short), one encounters quite a large number
of polysemous words.

Although there have been several attempts to ex-
tract semantically similar words from a given corpus,
few studies seriously deal with the problem of poly-
semy; of these, even fewer are based on real texts.

The techniques developed by Sch~tze (Schi~tze,
1993), Ido (Ido, 1991) and Brown (Brown, 1991) 
¢o cope with the discrimination of polysemy and be
based on real texts.

Schi~tze proposed a method of representing the se-
mantics of words in a text ms vectors. Each vector

l Wal| Street Journal was prepared by ACL in 1991.

is associated with one of the different" clusters of co-
occurring words. He applied his technique to word
sense disambiguation and thesaurus induction. The
weakness of Sch~tze’s method, however, is that it
solely relies on human intuition for mapping dusters
to senses, i.e. the human editor has to determine, how
many senses a word has, and then identify manually
clusters that correspond to the different senses.

Ido and Brown used bilingual texts to cope with the
diacrimination of polysemy. The results of Brown’s
technique, when applied to a French-English MT sys-
tem, seems to show its effectiveness and validity. How-
ever, as he admits, the approach is limited because it
can only assign at most two senses to a word. More se-
riously, polysemy is defined in terms of translation, i.e.
only when a word is translated into two different words
in a target language, it is recognised as polysemous.

The defects of Brown’s method show that it is crucial
to have an appropriate definition of polysemy in terms
of distributional behaviours of words in monolingual
texts. Our approach focuses on this problem. Like
Brown’s approach, our approach adopts a relativistic
view of polysemy. That is, a word is recognised as
polysemous in terms of other related words. However,
while Brown’s approach identifies polysemous words in
terms of related words of another language, we use the
same language to identify polysemous words. Whether
a word is polysemous or not depends on whether a
set of other, semantically similar words exists whose
distributional behaviours correspond to a subset of the
distributional behaviour of the word.

The experiments we have conducted use a corpus an-
notated only by part-of-speech but not syntactic struc-
ture. Our clustering algorithm, however, only assumes
that words are semantically characterised by a vector
in an n~dimensionai Euclidian space so that it can be
applied to any data satisfyin 8 this condition.

Proposed Method

Representation of Polysemy

The basic assumption of this work is that semanti-
caUy simil~ words appear in a similar context (Hindle,
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1990), (Zeraik, 1991). Semantically similar verbs, 
example, co-occur with the same nouns.

Here, we will think of an n-dimensional Euclidian
space, each dimension of which is associated with a
specific noun and in Which a verb is assigned a vector
whose value of the i-th dimension is the value of mum
information (Mu in short) (Church, 1991) between 
verb and the noun assigned to the i-th axis. If the basic
assumption is correct, then semantically similar verbs
form a duster in this space, and therefore, statistical
clustering algorithms can be applied to verb vectors in
order to discover semantic classes of verbs.

However, this straightforward method is often ham-
pered by the existence of polysemons words. The fol-
lowing sentences from the WSJ show polysemous us-
ages of take.

(sl) In the put, however, coke has typically
tsk~ a m;nority stake in such ventures.

(sl’) Gab~ sad peters tried to buy a stake in

(s2) ~hat~ in 1988.process of sorting out specifies is
likely to take time.

(s2’) We spent a lot of ~me sad money in build-
ing ottr group of stations.

(s3) People are queuing at the door to tak.._~e his
but he doesn’t have the working

capital to make the thing.
(s3’) Goodye~ used atwood trade credits to

obtain chemicals and other products.

We can make the following observations.

1. take and buy in (sl) and (sl’), take and spend in 
and (s2’), take and obtain in (s3) and (s3’) co-occur
with the noun stake, time and product, respectively,
and the verbs of each of these ~ve almost the
saJne sense.

2. While certain usages of take have senses similar to
buy, spend, and obt.~n, these three specific verbs
ah-~’e distinct senses and we hardly see synonymy
among these verbs.

Let us consider a three-dimensional Euclidian space
spanned by the three axes, each associated with stake,
time. and product, ta~e co-occurs with the three nouns
and has hlg’~7~u values with them, while buy,
and obtain have high Mu values only with-~ oz Cne
three nouns. Therefore, the distances between take
and these three verbs are large and the synonymy of
take with them disappears.

In order to capture the synonymy of take with the
three verbs correctly, one has to decompose the vector
assigned to take into three component vectors, take1,
take2, and take3, each of which corresponds to the
three distinct usages of take (we call them hypothetical
verbs in the following). The decomposition of a vector
into a set of its component vectors requires a proper
decomposition of context in which the word occurs.
Furthermore, in a general situation, a polysemons verb
co-occurs with a large group of nouns and one has to

divide the group of nouns into a set of subgroups, each
of which correctly characterises the context for a spe-
cific sense of the polysemons word. Therefore, the al-
gnrithm has to be able to determine when the context
of a word should be divided and how.

The approach proposed in this paper explicitly in-
troduces new entities, i.e. hypothetical ~erbs when an
entity is judged polysemous and associates them with
contexts which are subcontexts of the context of the
original entity. Our algorithm has two basic opera-
tions, splitting and lumping. Splitting means to divide a
polysemons verb into two hypothetical ,Jerbs and lump-
ing means to combine two hypothetical ~erbs to make
one verb out of them.

Measuring the Deviation of a Set of Verbs
The algorithm has to decide when a verb has to be
split into two hypothetical ~erbs. The decision is based
on a measure of the semantic deviation of a set of verbs
(Fukumoto, 1994). The semantic deviation of a set 
verbs, VG -- ~Vl, ..-, Vm}, is a measure which shows
the degree of dispersion of the set in an n-dimensional
Euclidian space and is shown as follows:

Dev(vl," " , vm)
I o I (~ * m - ~) (:)

A numerator of (1) shows the degree of dispersion 
VG. vii in (1) is computed by the following formula.

{ Mu(vi, n~) ifMu(vl,nj) >
vii = 0 otherwise

Here, Mu(v~, nj) is the value of Mu defined in (Church,
1991) between vl and nj. a is a threshold value given
in advance. ~. m - ~ (/~ = 0.964, -y -- 0.495) in (1)
shows normalisation in order to compensate the effect
of the number of verbs in a set. This normalisation is
carried out by least square estimation.

We used (1) as the measure to show the deviation 
a set. A set with a smaller value of (1) is considered
semantically less de~iate.

Clustering Method - The Basic Idea -
The clustering algorithm proposed in this paper be-
longs to the overlapping type. The Bk (k = 1,2,-..)
method, proposed by Jardine, is one of the typical
overlapping clustering algorithms (Jardine, 1968). Al-
though the Bt method allows an entity to belong to
several clusters, it fails to capture an important feature
of polysemy. A polysemons word behaves llke a set of
different words, i.e. different word senses behave as if
they were distinct words and they co-occur with dif-
ferent sets of words. If one could identify separate sets
of co-occurring words for individual word senses, and
compute the measuring deviation between individual
word senses of a polysemons word and the other more
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specific verbs, then the value of measuring deviation
would be much lower than the value of measuring de-
viation obtained by treating the polysemous word as
a single object. As a result, a set of verbs is less de-
viate than those sets which treat the polysemous verb
as a single object. The clustering method proposed in
this paper, therefore, an overlapping clustering method
which explicitly exploits this feature of polysemy. The
essential difference between our algorithm and the Bt
method is that our algorithm explicitly introduces a
condition in order to judge whether an entity is poly-
semous or not. Furthermore, our algorithm introduces
/q0wthetiea~ verbs when an entity should be split and
associated with several clusters.

Let v and to, be the verb and wl, -.-, w,, be the
verb or hypothetiosl ~erb. Let {v, w,} and {v, tol, "" ",
ton) also be the sets where Dev(v, tol) Dev(v, toj
(I __ i _< j < n) and Dev(v, tot) _< Deu(~,to,). 
our method, in order to determine whether a verb v
has two senses to1, top or not, we make two clusters,
as shown in (2) and the merged duster, as shown in
(3) temporarily, and compare the semantic deviation
among them2.

{,o, to,), (,~. wt,..., w.} (2)
{,,, ~,..., %,,.. ̄, ~,,} (3)

,,,~,...,top,...,w,, in (3) =Ltisfy De,,(~,, =,) <: De,~(,,, ,,,j)
(I < i < j _< n). vo and v~ in (2) are hypothetical
verbs which correspond to two distinct senses of the
same verb, v. vo and v~ are supposed to appear in
different contexts. Their contexts are actually hypoth-
esised by dividing the set of nouns that co-occur with
the verb v into two distinct sets of nouns. One is the
sets of nouns that co-occur with wt and the other is
the set of nouns that co-occur with w,.

Splitting and Lumping
Let v and w, be the verb and wx, ..., ton be the verb or
hypothetical verb. Let {v, w,} and {v, wx,"-, w,} also
be the sets where Dev(v, toi) <_ Dev(v, wj) (1 _< i _< j
<_ n) and Dev(v, wt) <_ Dev(v,w,). The operations of
splitting and lumping are defined as follows:

1. Function split applies to v, tot and w,, and returns
vo and v~s. v is a verb whose characteristic vec-
tor is (vl, ..., va). vo and v/3 are hypothesised
verbs whose coordinates in the n-dimeusionai Eu-
clidian space are made from the coordinates of the
original verb v by dividing the set of nouns that co-
occur with v into two distinct sets. The division is
made in terms of two sets of nouns: one is the set of
nouns which co-occur with wl, and the other is the
set of nouns which co-occur with wp.

split(v, wp, to1) = (vo, v/~)

~here Dev(v,~) < Dev(v,~p) 
2The operation of merge is the same a~ that made in

standard clustering algorithms (Ja,in, 1988).
~We call va, v~, hypothetical verbJ of v.

if (tutj = 0 and
to,i ~ 0)

otherwise

2. Function lump has the opposite effect of the function
split. That is, it merges two hypothetical verbs, too
and w~ and make one verb w out of them.

lump(toa, to~) -- (5)

tot

w2 ¯ ~ too~ + to~ if tooj~to~
to = i

s.t. toJ. tooj otherwise

Flow of the Algorithm

Given a set of verbs, vt, ..-, Vm, the algorithm pro-
duces a set of dusters, which are sorted in the ascend-
ing order of their semantic deviation. If vi is non-
polysemons, it belongs to at most one of the resultant
semantic clusters. If it is polysemous, the algorithm
splits it into several hypothetical uerbs and each of them
belongs to at most one of the semantic clusters. The
flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure Z.

begin
do M a ke-lnitiaI-CI uster-Set

for i (1 <_. i _< m(2-t-------X))
do Make-Temporary-Cluster-Set ;
do Recognition-of-Polysemy ;
store the newly obtained cluster ;
tf the newly obtained cluster contains

all the verbs in input
then exit from" the loop ;

end..if
end_for

end

Figure 1: The flow of the algorithm

1. Ma ke-lnitial-Cluster-Set
This procedure produces all possible pairs of verbs in
the input with their semantic deviation values. The
result is a list of pairs called ICS(Initial Cluster Set).
ICS contains ~ pairs, i.e. ICS = {setl, ...,
set .~.,-t~ }. In the FOR-loop in the algorithm, a pair
of verl~s is retrieved from ICS, one at each iteration
step, and passed to the following two procedures.
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2. Make-Temporary-Cluster-Set
The procedure takes two arguments: The first ar-
8ument is a pair of verbs from ICS and the second
one is a set of clustere CCS (Created Cluster Set).
CCS consists of the dusters which have been cre-
steal so far. When the algorithm terminates, CCS
is the output of the algorithm. This procedure has
three conditions. The first one checks whether the
element of CCS has already been created or not. If
it does not, the pair of verbs from ICS is stored in
CCS as a newly obtained duster. The second one
is that if there is CCS cluster which contains both
of the verbs of a pair from ICS, the pair of verbs
from ICS is removed and the next pair of verbs are
retrived from ICS and is applied to Make-Temporary-
Cluster-Set. The third one is that if there is no CCS
cluster which contains one of the verbs of a pair from
ICS, the pair of verbs from ICS is stored in CCS as a
newly obtained cluster. Make-Temporary-Cluster-Set
retrieves the clusters from CCS which contain one
of the verbs of the first argument (a pair from ICS).
The clusters thus retrieved from CCS are passed to
the following procedure for further consideration.

3. Recognition-of- Polysemy
This procedure, which recog~ises a polysemous verb,
also takes two ar~unents: the pair of verbs from ICS
and a set of clusters retrieved by Make-Temporary-
Cluster-Set.
We recall the discussion in previous section, i.e. in
order to determine whether the verb ~ has t~wo senses
wt, wp or not, we make two clusters, as shown in
(2) and their merged cluster, as shown in (3). 
splitting function (4) is applied to v, wl, and wn to
produce newly ~Fpo~e~ical verbs, u~ and v/~. If by.
po~e~ca[ verbs w~ and wE ernst in the process of
making the cluster shown in (3), the lumping func-
tion (5) is applied to tu(~ and u~, and makes one
verb w out of them.

If both of the semantic deviation values of each set
shown in (2) are smaller than a set shown in (3), 
sets (2) are selected, otherwise (3) is selected 
stored in CCS as a newly obtained cluster.

If ~he newly obtained cluster does not contain all the
verbs in input, the next ~ of verbs is taken from ICS,
and then the whole process is repeated.

Experiments

We have conducted two experiments. The first ex-
periment, Hypothetical Verb Experiment, is con-
cerned with the clustering technique which explicitly
introduces a ltypo~eticai verb. The second experiment,
Frequency, Mu, and Part-of-speech Experiment
is conducted to see how various parameters in formula
(I) affect the clustering results.

Data for the Experhnents
The corpus we have used is the W$3 which consists of
2,878,688 occurrences of part-of-speech ta~ed words
(Church, 1988), 73,225 different word#. From this cor-
pus, we obtained 5,940,193 word pairs in a window size
of 5 words, 2,743,974 different word pairs. The verbs
which are used in the experiments consist of 26 sets.
The sets of verbs are divided into two different types,
’typel’ and ’type2’; ’typel’ is a set of verbs contsming
one or more polysemous verbs, and ’type2’ does not
contain any polysemous verbs. Each set is composed
of 3 to 10 different verbs.

Hypothetical Verb Experiment
In Hypothetical Verb Experiment, we will report
the results of two experiments, i.e. the experiment
of the clustering algorithm which introduces a ~ypo-
~et/cal verb (Hypo-Verb-Exp.) and the experiment 
the clustering algorithm which does not introduce one
(Not-Hypo-Verb- Exp.).

Let us recall our clustering algorithm. In Not-Hypo-
Verb-Exp., whether v has two senses which correspond
to wl and wv has been determined by comparing the se-
mantic deviation values of the three different clusters,
{v, wp}, {v, wl,-" ", w.}, and their merged cluster, {v,
wl, "", wp, "" ", tu,,}.

We used verb-noun (v-n) pairs in Hypothetical
Verb Experiment, This is because, in the small
window sizes, the semantic relationship between these
two words might be quite strong, especially those be-
tween a verb and its object which permits the effective
recos"nition of verbal polysemy. The inflected forms of
the same nouns and verbs are treated as single units.
For example, ’time’(noun, singular) and ’times’(noun,
plural) are treated as single units. We could obtain
228,665 different v-n pairs in all from 2,743,974 and
from these, we selected 6,768 different v-n pairs on con-
dition that frequencies and Mu are not low (f(v,n) >__ 
Mu(v,n) > 3) to permit a reliable statistical analysis.
The results are shown in Table i.

Table I: The results of hypothetical verb experiment
Hypo-Verb-~.xp. Not-Hypo-Verb-Exp.

[t:rpel
t.vpe2 II 14 5. 21:1 I1°1 1,1 I
total 26 18

(30.s) (57.?) 

In Table 1, ’Set’ means the number of each type; Hypo-
Verb-Exp., and Not-Hypo-Verb-Exp. mean the results of
each experiment. ’correct’ means the number of sets of
verbs which are clustered correctly; ’incorrect’ meuns
that they are not. The judgement of correctness of the
results has been made by a native speaker.

Figure 2 shows samples of the results of Hypo-Verb-
Exp.. Each value in Figure 2 shows the value of the
semantic deviation of a set.
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Frequency, Mu and Part-of-speech
experiment

Frequency We recall that (1) is based on the 
between verbs and nouns. In this experiment, we use
the frequency of co-occurrences of words instead of the
Mu. The result depends on the total size of the data.
In order to compare the results obtained by using fre-
quency with that obtained by using Mu, it is necessary
to have the same size of the data for these two mea-
sures. We used 6,949 v-n pairs shown in Table 2, which
roughly correspond to the number of v-n pairs used for
the Mu experiment, i.e. the number of pairs whose Mu
is greater than 3 is 6,768. ~ and ~/in (I) are calculated
by using this data. The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: The results of the frequency experiment

.f(v,n) ~ data ! correct
pa~ I verb ,noun

> 2 50,2371 1,826 17,054 8c30.7~
> 3 24,752 ] 1,180 [ 4,251 8(30.7)
> 4 15,641 l 903 13,140 9(34.6)
_> 5 11,312 I 72412,546 9(34.6)

6 8,695 I 62012,140 8(30.7)
_> 7 6,949 I 523[ 1,842 8(30.7)
_> 8 5,6841 458 [ 1,608 7(26.9)

’f(v,n)’, ’pair’, ’verb’, and ’noun’ Table 2 are the
frequency of co-occurrences of verbs and nouns, the
number of different v-n pairs, the number of different
verbs, and the number of different nouns, respectively.

Mu In Mu experiment, we report the results ofexperl-
ments which are performed by using different threshold
values for Mu. The results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: The results of the Mu experiment

Mu(v~) used data correct

p~ verb noun (%)
_> 0 11,269 723 2,547 16(61.5)
>_ 1 10,825 715 2,506 16(61.5)
> 2 8,969 712 2,276 16(61.5)

~_ 5
6,768 701 1,796 18(69.2)
3,567 673 1,258 11(42.3)

> 7 1,568 541 868 6(23.0)

’pair’ in Table 3 shows the number of different v-n pairs
on condition that frequencies are f(v,n) ~ 

Part-of-Speech The results of the experiment using
the various parts-of-speech are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: The results of the part-of-speech experiment
used dataz-y

n-v 6,420 [ 1,993 I 565
[n-vJ 20,560 I 934 14,259
v-~iv 1,200 I 250 I 320
adv-v 902 1 163 377
(I) Iv-~dvl 3,164 I 458 396
(2) v-prep 3,197 [ 1,338 58
v-n + (I) 9,932 I 796 2,214
v-n + (1) -I- (2) 13,129 J 1,408 . 2,273

In Table 4, ’z-y’ shows the type of part-of-speech pair
of ’z’ and ’y’ in this order, where ’z’ and ’Z/’ are the
part-of-speech of the words. ’[z-y[’ means the merged
data of ’z-y’ and ’y-z’. ’adv’ and ’prep’ show adverb,
and preposition, respectively. ’pair’ shows the number
of different pare-of-speech pairs on condition that fre-
quencies and Mu are .f(z, y) _> 5, Mu(x, y) 3; ’z’ and
’y’ show the number of different word. ’correct’ means
the number of sets which are clustered correctly; ’num’
means the number of sets which could not be analysed
correctly by using v-n pairs but analysed correctly by
using ’z-y’ pairs.

Discussion

In Table I, the results of Hypo-Verb-Exp. show that 18
out of 26 sets of verbs were analysed correctly and the
percentage attained was 69.2% in all. On the contrary,
the results of the Not-Hypo-Verb-Exp. shows that there
are only 11 sets of verbs in all which could be anal-
ysed correctly. Comparing the ratios of correct judge-
ments made at these two experiments, the ratio of the
results of Hypo-Verb-Exp. is significantly higher than
that of the Not-Hypo-Verb-Exp.. Furthermore, in Not-
Hypo-Verb-Exp., no sets of verbs could be recognized
correctly as polysemous verb. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of our clustering method which explicitly
introduces a hypothetical verb.

In Hypo-Verb-Exp, however, there are 8 sets which
could not be recognised correctly. The errors are clas-
sifted into two types: 1. Errors of recognition of polyse-
mona verbs as non-polysemons ones; 2. Errors of recog-
nition of non-polysemous verbs as polysemous ones;
The number of sets classified into each error type is 4,
and 7, respectively 4. The cause of these errors is that
in these data, co-occurring nouns shared by two verbs
seem to be slanted. For example, in the corpus, ’leave’
has at least two senses, ’retire’ and ’remain’.

(s4) Kaplaa left his job at warner-lambert.
(s4’) 12 % have retired from a full-time jo....bb.

4There exist two types of errors in one set of verbs.

10(38.5) 2
14(53.8) 1
5(19.2) 1
6(23.0) 3
9(34.6) 4
6(23.0) 3

16(61.5) 3
12(46.1) 2
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(aS) They can even leave a sticky problem, in
the form of higher brokerage commissions.

(aS’) ... but r~sln s serious problem.

However, type1-1ncorrect in Figure 2 shows that
’leave’ is incorrectly recoguised as a non-polysemous
verb. This is because the value of the semantic devi-
at/on of {retire, remain) was smaller than that of any
other word pair and the cardinality of the set of nouns
which co-occur with ’retire’ and ’remain’ is larger than
that of any other p~drs of words.

One possible cause of the above result is that the
threshold values for frequenc/es and Mu, may not be
appropriate. Also, the use of v-n pairs alone is not
appropriate for all the sets of verbs.

In the experiments using different threshold values
for frequency and Mu, if a value of co~ccurrence fre-
quencies or Mu is higher than a certain threshold value,
the clustering results become unsatisfactory. In a sire-
ilar way, ff a value of co-occurrence frequencies or Mu
is lower than a certain threshold value, the clustering
results also become unsatisfactory. This is because the
collected data are not the result of syntactic analysis
but of collected co-occurrences of two words which ap-
pear in the corpus in their natural order in a window
of 5 words. Therefore, the results of the data seem to
include surplus information which has a negative el-
fect on clustering when the value of co-occurrence fre-
quencies or Mu is lower than a certain threshold value.
From the result which is shown in Table 2, we could oh-
taln the best results when the co-occurrence frequency
threshold value was set to 4 or 5. In Mu data which
is shown in Table 3, we could obtain the best results,
when the Mu threshold value was set to 3.

In the experiments using various part-of-speech
pairs, the overall results are not as good as those of
the results by using v-n pairs. However, we could
observe some interesting characteristics, namely, some
sets which could not be analysed correctly by using v-n
pairs could be analysed correctly by using v-adv pairs
or v-prep pairs. The results in Table 4 show that 4 out
of 9 sets such as typel-incorrect in Figure 2 which
were incorrect in Hypo-Verb-Exp. could be analysed
correctly by using Iv-adv[ pairs. Also, an other 3 sets
could be analysed correctly when the pairs of v-prep
were used. We can therefore expect that we may be
able to obtain more accurate clusters by merging these
three kinds of pard-of-speech pairs into one larger set.

Hypo-Verb-Exp. in Table I shows that there were 18
sets of verbs which could be properly classified using
v-n pairs, and Table 4 shows that 9, and 6 sets which
could be properly classified when using [v-adv[ pairs,
and v-prep, respectively. On the contrary, among these
merged data, there were 12 sets which could be clas-
sifted correctly. This is a better result than that ob-
tained by using [v-adv[ or v-prep pairs, but worse than
the result obtained by using v-n pairs.

The above observation shows that the method of
merging data may not be appropriate. We shnply

merged the above two kinds of part-of-speech pairs into
one larger set. Consequently we did not consider the
relationships among several words. Let nl~, n2j be one
of the nouns nlz, .. -, nit of n-v pairs, one of the nouns
n21, ..., n2m of v-n pairs, respectively. In order to in-
corporate the relationships among several words into
our framework, we have to assume not (I + m) but 
* m)-dimensional Euclidian space, and each space is
shown by the two elements, [ and m. We will therefore
extend our technique in order to treat this framework
and conduct more experiments on these.

Conclusion
In this paper, we first gave a definition of polysemy
from the viewpoint of clustering and then, baaed on
this definition, we proposed a clustering method which
recognises verbal polysemies from a textual corpus.
The results of the experiments demonstrate the ap-
pllcabiUty of our method. In order to cope with the
remaining problem mentioned in Discussion and ap-
ply this work to practical use, we will conduct further
experiments.
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